KRAFT LUNCHABLES

Problem: How do you educate consumers about a new offering in a well-established product line?

Solution: Select a mix of out of home formats to provide multiple levels of engagement in a market.

BACKGROUND

Lunchables was doing something big and unexpected in 2011 – adding fruit! The planning agency was challenged to find interesting ways to wow consumers with fruit in unexpected places...in a BIG way.

OBJECTIVE

There were three main campaign goals:
1. Build awareness around the launch of Lunchables’ new meals with fruit
2. Intercept the consumer with eye-catching creative throughout her day
3. Encourage her to stop, look, and think about Lunchables in a new, unexpected way

STRATEGY

The campaign had a variety of tactics for reaching potential consumers. The most elaborate one involved staging a promotional event on Military Island, while providing support of the event via digital displays in Times Square throughout the day of the event.

The more traditional out of home formats focused on high-impact locations, such as large wallscape, directly targeting educational “co-view” areas such as museums, zoos, aquariums, etc.

Storescapes and transit shelters were included to increase visibility in high-pedestrian-traffic areas, while interactive digital executions in key markets added an additional level of engagement.

PLAN DETAILS

Markets: Chicago, Los Angeles, New York
Flying Dates: May 9 - July 3, 2011
Out of Home Formats Used: Wallscape, storescapes, transit shelters, interactive digital screens, promotional events

The campaign was targeting women 25-49 with an out of home budget of $3 million.
RESULTS
Over the course of the campaign, the interactive storefront executions alone were utilized by consumers to capture close to 90,000 photos and submit approximately 8,000 emails.

The traditional media in the campaign generated approximately 46 million EYES ON Impressions against the target audience (women 25-49).